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Purpose and ChargePurpose and ChargePurpose and ChargePurpose and Charge

• During the recent months CFD has been challenged to implement a 
3 platoon scheduling system resulting in an average 56 hour work 
week for the men of the department.

• Though the challenges came with purported savings, they were void 
of documentation and/or the fiscal responsibility of in-depth 
analyses.  

• Taking on the financially responsibility to review the proposed 
system, the full Fire Committee established this committee and 
charged them with conducting a fact finding review with 
documented information and the financial affects.





Methodology and ProcessMethodology and ProcessMethodology and ProcessMethodology and Process

• The Committee invited the general public to testify either for or 
against the 3 platoon system.  

• As the Committee was charged with fact finding it adopted the 
following rules to testify:

• Present their testimony in 10 copies (For sub-committee members, full 
committee members, Solicitor and file copy.)

• All saving and/or cost projections must be substantiated with cost sheets

• General information must be back up with supporting documents and/or 
documents sources



• The Committee invited outside community leaders as well as 
general public.  There were three testimonies received all adhering 
to the requirements and presented in-depth testimony.

• The Committee members also testified on their specific areas

• After the last Committee presentation the Committee will meet to 
accept general public input, with no need for documentation.

• Finally the Committee will make the decision of what to do with the 
results.  This could include; go no further and table indefinitely, 
forward to the full committee with recommendation to adopt or 
forward with the recommendation to reject any further 
consideration.



North Kingstown’s 3 Platoon System was the foundation for North Kingstown’s 3 Platoon System was the foundation for North Kingstown’s 3 Platoon System was the foundation for North Kingstown’s 3 Platoon System was the foundation for 
financial recommendations given to CFD.financial recommendations given to CFD.financial recommendations given to CFD.financial recommendations given to CFD.

Valley Breeze:



These are the challenges that didn’t include the financially 

responsible review of the facts 





NK Town manager’s explanation for the $865,000 increase from  2015 to 

2016
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• In a memo dated October 20, 2014 the Town Manager reported to 
the Local that to date the Town of North Kingstown has expended 
$937,592 in legal cost for the 3 Platoon System and related issues.

• This $937K added to the $729K payroll cost increase total a COST to 
NK of $1.66 Million.

• Note that the legal cost do not include the balance of 2014 or any 
from 2015.

NORTH KINGSTON FIRE DEPARTMENT

3 PLATOON COSTING



The The The The NKFDNKFDNKFDNKFD Supreme Supreme Supreme Supreme Court RulingCourt RulingCourt RulingCourt Ruling

• Though there are many reports and many people stake the claim that 
the NK ruling gives the municipality the management right to go to 
the 3 platoon system, thus being able to adjust the men’s pay 
arbitrarily.

• The Supreme Court case was clear that the municipalities have the 
management right to move to a 3 platoon system, however the 
effects there of, including pay and benefits must be negotiated.

• Due to a timing event the Supreme Court ruled that the NKFD CBA 
was not in effect thus the Town was able to change the pay and 
benefits.   

• The full case ruling will be posted with the documentation.



• As the common denominator has been to save money, cut cost.

• We have had testimony before this committee that, based on the NK 
purported savings, that CFD should follow suit.  

• We need to review that testimony.

• We need to review the cost of the CFD

So where are we now?So where are we now?So where are we now?So where are we now?

Why are we here now?Why are we here now?Why are we here now?Why are we here now?

• This review has been verified by two well respected municipal finance 
professionals.

• It has become obvious that the published savings isn’t the actual as 
reported by the NK budgets and expenditures.



• Review any testimony given that is pro 3 Platoon Schedule System

• Review the actual financial effect the 3 Platoon Schedule would have 
on the CFD

• Review cost comparisons between CFD and RI departments

• Review cost comparisons between CFD and 2 out of state 
departments

• Review cost comparisons between CFD and two Cumberland Town 
first responder budgets

• Review the Jacob’s Reports from January and October 2012

• Review the actual cost saving from the date of the Town merger vote

What are our next steps?What are our next steps?What are our next steps?What are our next steps?



A review of Mr. Lambi’s testimony
(The full review will be posted these are some highlights)

• Item 3:  Referenced the “final” Jacobs report, not mentioning the “First” Jabot's 
report.  One that reported very much the opposite as the one being quoted for this 
testimony.  We will have a further review of the Jacob's report later.

• Item 4: States cutting a station would saving $748,000.  On page 21 of the Jacob’s 
report it states a projected savings of $561,324.  As the CFD has cut 6 fire positions 
since the 2012 merger vote, along with 4 administrative positions we have saved 
$600,000 for the fire personnel cuts.  This is using Mr. Lambi’s figures.  Along with 
the $60,000 for the 4 admin positions.  This totals a savings of $660K.

• Item 6: Now stating that the saving can be $1,282,000.

• Item 15: Mr. Lambi presented zero documentation for the opinion/claim that the 
western half of the USA is using the 3 platoon system for, and quote “decades”  
Absent a nationally recognized report or a poll (and there isn’t any), this can’t be 
submitted as fact.  



• Item 17: Reports a $1,400,000 savings in the first year.  Refer to first 
part of this review please.

• Item24: Projects with his cost calculations that CFD would save 
between $800k and $1.2 million.  Note that all the calculations were 
based on the CFD eliminating 12 men tomorrow.    He has no 
provisions for the unemployment cost CFD would have to pay.  And it 
is opposite of much community opinion that any loss would be 
through attrition.   Also not reported is that the CFD contract is still 
inforce and the reduction would need to be negotiated, per the RI 
Supreme Court Ruling.  And as we are already 12 men below the 
minimum standard, as published by the NFPA 1500 and recognized by 
OSHA, reducing to even a lower and unsafe level would be an 
expensive legal battle.  One we would most likely lose.



• Cost calculations review:

• Using the immediate reduction of 12 men, having the balance work 33% 
more hours he suggest we pay them 10% more

• We can’t just cut 12 men

• There isn’t a manager that understands people and their value that would 
force the staff to work 33% more for 10% more in pay.  Beside this is a RI 
Supreme Court mandated negotiated item

• The calculations assume 100% participation in the tuition program

• Assumes all have a Bachelor’s degree for maximum benefit, only 4

• Assumes 100% of the sick time is used, in fact we budget for 30-40%

• Assumes bereavement is used by every man every year.  

• Projects a 10% increase and uses a payroll cost of $2,871,927, but projects 
an increase of only $224,168, short some $ 63,000



• Increase in retirement cost using an incorrect percentage vs what we 
pay now.  Also no allowance for the increase in pension cost we will 
realize as we would have less men paying into the Cumberland 
Retirees budget

• This calculation shows an increase work of 33%, a 10% pay increase, 
but factually resulting in a 17% cut in hourly pay

• Doesn’t take into consideration the extra benefits, (Vacation, sick, 
uniforms, etc.) that would contractually need to be paid.  Figuring in 
that loss , the 10% pay increase factually turns into a 23% pay loss.

• These calculations would equal 728 more hours per man and with the 
$1,088 extra cash they would receive results in a $1.49 per hour 
payment.

• As Mr. Lambi testified; his entire testimony was based on the NK 
model and the “results”.  It is clear the financial due diligence was not 
completed.



The Financial Effects of the 3 Platoon System on CFDThe Financial Effects of the 3 Platoon System on CFDThe Financial Effects of the 3 Platoon System on CFDThe Financial Effects of the 3 Platoon System on CFD

• The next slides will show the following:

• The current 24 hours shift schedule the CFD uses. (24sh vs 56 hr./wk.)

• The cost of the current 4 platoon system to CFD

• The cost of a 3 platoon system to CFD (This will be done in various pay scales)

• The projected cost over the next 10 years that would be needed to reduce 12 
men by attrition.



24 hours shifts / 4 Platoon / avg 42 hr.. per wk                        24 hour shifts / 3 platoon / avg 56 hr.. per week  24 hours shifts / 4 Platoon / avg 42 hr.. per wk                        24 hour shifts / 3 platoon / avg 56 hr.. per week  24 hours shifts / 4 Platoon / avg 42 hr.. per wk                        24 hour shifts / 3 platoon / avg 56 hr.. per week  24 hours shifts / 4 Platoon / avg 42 hr.. per wk                        24 hour shifts / 3 platoon / avg 56 hr.. per week  

Platoon SchedulesPlatoon SchedulesPlatoon SchedulesPlatoon Schedules



The cost of the 4 platoon systemThe cost of the 4 platoon systemThe cost of the 4 platoon systemThe cost of the 4 platoon system



The cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon system
With 48 men at contracted payroll costWith 48 men at contracted payroll costWith 48 men at contracted payroll costWith 48 men at contracted payroll cost



The cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon system
Over the next 10 years to achieve 36 men with attritionOver the next 10 years to achieve 36 men with attritionOver the next 10 years to achieve 36 men with attritionOver the next 10 years to achieve 36 men with attrition



The cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon system
The second phase showing 6 men retiringThe second phase showing 6 men retiringThe second phase showing 6 men retiringThe second phase showing 6 men retiring



The cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon system
The third phase showing 9 men retiringThe third phase showing 9 men retiringThe third phase showing 9 men retiringThe third phase showing 9 men retiring



The cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon system
The fourth phase showing 12 men retiringThe fourth phase showing 12 men retiringThe fourth phase showing 12 men retiringThe fourth phase showing 12 men retiring



The cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon system
The The The The first first first first phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men retiring retiring retiring retiring (ST not OT)(ST not OT)(ST not OT)(ST not OT)



The cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon system
The The The The second second second second phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men retiring retiring retiring retiring (ST not OT)(ST not OT)(ST not OT)(ST not OT)



The cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon system
The The The The third third third third phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men retiring retiring retiring retiring (ST not OT)(ST not OT)(ST not OT)(ST not OT)



The cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon system
The The The The forth forth forth forth phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men phase showing 12 men retiring retiring retiring retiring (ST not OT)(ST not OT)(ST not OT)(ST not OT)



The cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon systemThe cost of the 3 platoon system
Over the next 10 yearsOver the next 10 yearsOver the next 10 yearsOver the next 10 years



Have had the cost of the CFD be the main driver for the 3 platoon 
system we decided to present comps between various public safety 
departments.  Locally, statewide and finally on a national level.

The importance of the comps were to be done on an “apples to apples” 
basis.  Thus we took the compared department’s budgets and adjusted 
to what CFD would have or would not have included.  

Here is the North Kingstown CURRENT operating budget for the NKFD

Cost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD and
RI DepartmentsRI DepartmentsRI DepartmentsRI Departments



NKFDNKFDNKFDNKFD
BudgetBudgetBudgetBudget
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NKFDNKFDNKFDNKFD
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Cost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD and
RI DepartmentsRI DepartmentsRI DepartmentsRI Departments





Cost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD and
National DepartmentsNational DepartmentsNational DepartmentsNational Departments



Cost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD andCost Comparisons between CFD and
CFD Rescue and PoliceCFD Rescue and PoliceCFD Rescue and PoliceCFD Rescue and Police



• A verbal review of the report. – A report conflicted unto itself.

• Report will be included in the on line documentation of this 
testimony.

Review of the Jacob’s Report Review of the Jacob’s Report Review of the Jacob’s Report Review of the Jacob’s Report 
From both January 2012  as well as October 2012From both January 2012  as well as October 2012From both January 2012  as well as October 2012From both January 2012  as well as October 2012



• As was previously mentioned in comparing our current personnel 
structure to that as documented in the Jacob’s report we have saved 
$660,000 in personell cost.  (Fire and Administrative)

• In the current tax year we are taxing the town $287,250 less in the tax 
levy that the combined 2014-15 tax year.  (This is NOT including the 2 
months of the CFD cost no budget/collected.)  We are doing this by 
budget non-tax revenue.

• With these two major areas the savings from the merger vote is 
$947,250.

• We have also presented a tax rate .14 cents less than needed to fund 
the cost of the four districts for the 2014-15 tax year.  

Review of the Merger Savings Review of the Merger Savings Review of the Merger Savings Review of the Merger Savings 
From the year of the town vote to merge to presentFrom the year of the town vote to merge to presentFrom the year of the town vote to merge to presentFrom the year of the town vote to merge to present



• As the review was completed we show that the previous 7 years of 
the four districts operating separately resulted in an average tax rate 
increase of 4.5% per year.

• Having that increase applied to the 2014-15 rate of $2.28 having not 
merged we could have very well seen a 2015-16 four district total tax 
rate of $2.35 or .21 cents higher than our current rate.

• With these facts we can safety project a approximate savings of $6.5 
million dollars over the next 7 years.

Review of the Merger Savings Review of the Merger Savings Review of the Merger Savings Review of the Merger Savings 
From the year of the town vote to merge to presentFrom the year of the town vote to merge to presentFrom the year of the town vote to merge to presentFrom the year of the town vote to merge to present





• We want the taxpayers of Cumberland to know that the CFD is being managed by:
• 1 Seasoned and professional Executive Fire Chief
• 51 Professional Fire Fighters

• With a combined 675 years of CUMBERLAND FIRE SERVICE experience

• 6 Professional Administrative Staff Members
• A professional municipal finance director

• A professional solicitor

• A Fire District experienced Business Manager and Assistant Manager

• A Fire District experienced Fire Prevention Administrator

• A Fire District experienced A/P supervisor

• 1 Fire District experienced Committee Clerk 
• 7 Dedicated Commissioners 

Our main goal is to provide the best fire service and prevention within a cost effective budget.  
As a complete 66 member team we are focused on maintaining the effectiveness as well as 
reducing cost.

IN CONCLUSION IN CONCLUSION IN CONCLUSION IN CONCLUSION 



We would like to share two quotes from our former Mayor We would like to share two quotes from our former Mayor We would like to share two quotes from our former Mayor We would like to share two quotes from our former Mayor 
and current and current and current and current L.GL.GL.GL.G., Dan McKee., Dan McKee., Dan McKee., Dan McKee

From testimony regarding H5473 and S533



• Critical are early detection, fast reporting, rapid dispatch and short 
response times.  Of these four CFD has control over only the actual 
response time in getting to a fire before the critical point of a 
“flashover.” 

• “The point of flashover is the end of time for effective search and 
rescue in a room involved in the fire.  It means the likely death of any 
person trapped in the room – either civilian or firefighter.”

Jacob’s Report, October 2012

• “As a society we have become hardened to tragedy and senseless loss 
of life.  We must force ourselves to once again have the standard of 
saving even one life is the value of our fire service.”

B. Lemois, October 2015


